In Treating Glucocorticoids Induced Osteoporosis in Temporomandibular Joint of Albino Rats; Which are More Effective Microvesicles or Mesenchymal Stem Cells?
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ABSTRACT

Background: Osteoporosis is a systemic skeletal disorder that increases bone fragility and risk of fractures. Current medications for treating osteoporosis are associated with osteonecrosis due to their anti-angiogenic effect that leads to ischemic and necrotic changes.

Aim: The present research compared two new approaches in treating glucocorticoids induced osteoporosis in temporomandibular joints (TMJs) of albino rats; Microvesicles (MVs) and Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs).

Materials and Methods: 39 adult female albino rats were divided into 3 groups. All rats were intraperitoneally injected once daily throughout the experimental period (60 days); 13 rats with 9% saline and 26 rats with dexamethasone (200µg/100 g body weight). After 30 days; the first group (control group) received a local injection of 1 ml PBS in TMJs of both sides. Half the dexamethasone injected rats were locally injected in the right side TMJs with 1x10⁷/ml/week MVs (Microvesicles group). The remaining rats (Stem cells group) received 1 million MSCs/ml/week. In the later 2 groups, the left side TMJs received 1 ml PBS injection (untreated sides). The osteogenic potential was examined histologically, by western blotting, ELISA and RT-PCR.

Results: Histologically; both sides from MSCs group exhibited abnormal configuration of the joint’s anatomy while a marked improvement of bone architecture in the microvesicles treated TMJs was detected. Treated sides in both groups (MVs, MSCs) showed a significant increase in osteogenic markers (ALP, BMP and RUNX-2) and a decrease in inflammatory markers (IL-1β, TNF-α, IL-6) as well as in RANKL expression as compared to untreated ones.

Conclusion: Microvesicles treated TMJs showed an enhanced pattern of bone regeneration confirmed by the higher mean bone area % as compared to MSCs group. On the contrary, MSCs treated TMJs showed a significantly elevated level of osteogenic markers; yet the osteogenic reactivity was very aggressive that caused deformity to the TMJ architecture.
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INTRODUCTION

Osteoporosis is a multifactorial, skeletal disease characterized by a decreased bone mineral density (BMD) and distortion of the bone tissue microarchitectural structure; leading to increased risk of fracture and loss of mechanical strength[1]. Osteoporosis is a silent disease; manifested only in a low bone density, until fracture occurs[2]. The spine, hip, forearm and proximal humerus are the common sites of fracture. Fractures at the hip are blamed for the greatest morbidity and mortality[3].

Osteoporosis has a direct correlation with oral and dental health. The disease might be associated with a lowered bone density of the jaws, periodontal disease, tooth loss, inability to make functional dentures and temporomandibular disorders[4]. Sitam et al.[5] claimed that bone fracture in postmenopausal osteoporotic women was related to the low level of estrogen which in turn stimulated interleukin-1 (IL-1), interleukin-6 (IL-6), transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) and receptor activator of nuclear factor-kB ligand (RANKL).

Glucocorticoids (GCs) are extensively utilized for treating autoimmune diseases, rheumatism, gastrointestinal diseases, tumors and organ transplantation for decades. Glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis (GIO) is one of the significant side effects which have evolved as the most common secondary osteoporosis in adults. It has been noticed that 30 % of patients with long-term (over 6 months) use of GCs acquired osteoporosis. GIO is related to increased osteoblasts apoptosis and decreased osteogenesis[6].

Many approaches have been assessed in preventing and treating GIO among which are the traditional bisphosphonates and teriparatide[7]. Since there are many issues regarding their efficacy and side effects, the need for new therapeutic approaches is alleviating.
Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs) have been used to enhance bone repair and were studied in different animal species\textsuperscript{8,9}. Furthermore, clinical trials used MSCs for treating bone injuries in oral defects as well as maxillofacial and long-bone defects\textsuperscript{10}. The mechanisms by which MSCs promote tissue repair include, paracrine activity through secretion of proteins/peptides and hormones; transfer of mitochondria through secretion of microvesicles and transfer of exosomes or microvesicles containing RNA and other molecules\textsuperscript{11}.

Microvesicles (MVs) have potential therapeutic entities for tissue repair, an established role in intercellular communication and stem cell regulation\textsuperscript{12,13}. MVs are membrane fragments that effuse from most of the eukaryotic cells during activation or apoptosis. MVs can stach not only lipids from the cell surface and membrane proteins, but also nucleic acids including but not limited to messenger RNAs (mRNAs), microRNAs (miRNAs), small-interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) from the intracellular environment. Therefore, as they simulate various components from their parental cells; MVs could perform various functions in intercellular communication, signal transduction and immune regulation\textsuperscript{14}.

Despite multiple stem cell-based biomaterials and products are presently being investigated, comparative studies are rarely achieved to evaluate the most appropriate approach in this context. Thus, the present study compared between the regenerative capacities of mesenchymal stem cells and microvesicles in accelerating bone regeneration in TMJs of glucocorticoid-induced osteoporotic albino rats.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

1. **Isolation of bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells and microvesicles**

1.1. **Isolation and identification of bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (BMMSCs)**

Bone marrow was extirpated out from tibiae of 5 rats (10-weeks-old) using phosphate buffer saline (PBS) (Gibco/Invitrogen, Grand Island, New York, USA) and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 min. The cells were cultured within an RPMI medium (Gibco BRL, USA), 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco BRL, USA) and kept in a cell culture incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37°C. At 80-90% BMMSCs confluence, they were detached with 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (Gibco BRL, USA) and subcultured in new flasks. Third passage BMMSCs were used, which were characterized by their morphological spindle shape. Further identification of BMMSCs was established by flow cytometry (Beckman Coulter). They were suspended (1x 10^6 cells/ml) and stained with FITC conjugated monoclonal antibodies, CD34, CD90 and CD105.

1.2. **Isolation and identification of microvesicles (MVs)**

MVs were obtained from supernatants of third passage BMMSCs (5x10^6cells /ml) cultured in RPMI deprived of FBS and supplemented with 0.5% of bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma). After 20 min from centrifugation at 2000 g to remove debris, supernatants free from cells were centrifuged at 100000 g (Beckman Coulter Optima L 90K ultracentrifuge) for 1 h at 4°C, washed in serum-free medium 199 containing HEPES 25mM (Sigma) and submitted to the second ultracentrifugation under the same conditions. The protein content was quantified by the Bradford method (BioRad, Hercules, CA). Purified MVs were then cultured overnight in a medium used for the collection of MVs.

1.3. **FACS Analysis of MVs**

The MVs were identified by cytofluorimetric analysis using FITC-conjugated antibodies; CD44, CD63 (Miltenyi Biotec) and CD73 (Becton Dickinson). FITC mouse non-immune isotypic IgG (Dako Cytomation) was used as control.

2. **Experimental Procedures**

The study was conducted on thirty-nine adult female albino rats with an average weight of 150–200 gm. The rats were housed singly in specially designed cages. They were kept under good ventilation and had a free approach to both water and standard rodent soft chow ad-libitum. All the experimental procedures were performed in the animal house of the Faculty of Medicine, Cairo University, according to the recommendations and approval of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC), Cairo University (CU/III/F1719).

2.1. **Induction of osteoporosis and animal grouping**

All the rats received an intraperitoneal injection once daily throughout the experimental period (60 days); 13 rats received 9% saline while the remaining 26 rats received dexamethasone (200 µg/ 100 g body weight) for induction of osteoporosis\textsuperscript{15}. After 30 days; the first group (control group) received a local injection of 1 ml PBS in TMJ of both sides. Half of the dexamethasone injected rats received a local injection in the right side TMJ of 1x10^7 /ml/week MVs in PBS (Microvesicles group). The other half (Stem cells group) received 1 million MSCs/ ml/week. In the later 2 groups, the left side TMJs received a local injection of 1 ml PBS.

After 30 days from induction of osteoporosis, BMD of the alveolar bone was measured at the molar region for 5 random samples from each of the control and the osteoporosis groups using Norland XR-46 DEXA scanner (Norland Corp. Fort Atkinson, WI, USA) equipped with appropriate software for bone assessment in small animals.

**MICROVESICLES OR MSCS IN TREATING OSTEOPOROSIS**
in the Egyptian National Research Institute. The scan resolution was 0.5 x 0.5 mm and the scan speed was 60 mm/sec. Results were displayed in gm/cm² (Mean±SD).

At the end of the experiment period (60 days); all rats were sacrificed with ketamine overdose. The heads were sagittally dissected, fixed in 10% neutral formalin for 48 h. The samples were used in histological examination and histomorphometric analysis as well as for western blotting for RANKL expression, ELISA for IL-1β, TNF-α, IL-6 and RT-PCR for ALP, BMP and RUNX-2. The results of both sides of the control group were averaged and used as a single value for each sample.

3. **Light microscopic examination**

Specimens from each experimental group were washed and soaked in 10% ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) for 4-5 weeks for decalcification. The specimens were dehydrated in ascending grades of alcohol following decalcification, then cleared in xylol and embedded in paraffin blocks. Sections of 4-5µ thickness were mounted on ordinary glass slides and stained by Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) for routine histological evaluation according to the conventional method.

4. **Histomorphometric analysis**

In the hematoxylin and eosin-stained sections, the bone area percentage was measured using Leica Qwin 500 image analyzer computer system (England). The measurements were taken using an objective lens of magnification 10, that is, of a total magnification of 100. Ten fields were measured from each sample and the mean values were calculated.

5. **Western blotting**

The antibody used was antigen affinity-purified receptor activator of nuclear factor-κB ligand (RANKL) monoclonal antibody (Santa Cruz-52950). The Ready Prep™ protein extraction kit (Cat #163-2086, Bio-Rad inc., CA, USA) was applied for protein extraction procedure from the tissues. Bradford protein assay kit (Cat #SK3041, Bio basic inc., Ontario, Canada) was employed for quantitative protein analysis. Protein samples were separated on a polyacrylamide gel (TGX Stain-Free Fast Cast Acrylamide Kit). Then 20 µg of total protein was loaded per each mini-gel well. The gel was then gathered in the transfer sandwich with a polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane. Protein bands from each gel were allowed to transfer from gel to membrane using BioRad Trans-Blot Turbo. PVDF blot was incubated in 5% non-fat dry milk, Tris-HCl, 0.1% Tween 20 for 1 hr. RANKL antibody was added to a membrane containing specimen samples and incubated at 4°C overnight. The appropriate secondary antibody was incubated for 2 hr at room temperature. After being washed twice in 1 x TBS-T, densitometric analysis of the immunoblot was performed to quantify the amounts of RANKL in all studied samples against control sample beta-actin (housekeeping protein) by protein normalization on the Chemi Doc MP imaging system (version 3) manufactured by Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA). The Western blotting procedures had been performed in the Biochemistry Department, Faculty of Medicine, Cairo University.

6. **ELISA and qRT-PCR**

The ELISA and qRT-PCR procedures had been performed in the Biochemistry Department, Faculty of Medicine, Cairo University.

6.1. **Samples processing**

One gram was weighted from the tissue. Tissue was homogenized (Con-Torque Eberbach's Tissue Homogenizer, Michigan) in 1 ml PBS. Each homogenate was centrifuged at 10000 rpm speed and 5°C temperature for 10 minutes using cooling centrifuge (Sigma Aldrich). Each supernatant was collected into a new microcentrifuge tube 1.5 ml. The collected supernatant was used for the following.

6.2. **ELISA**

Tumor necrosis-α (TNF-α) level (pg/g tissue) (Sigma Aldrich, Catalog Number: RAB0480), IL-6 level (pg/g tissue) (RayBio®, Catalog #: ELR-IL6) and IL-1β level (pg/g tissue) (RayBio®, Catalog #: ELR-IL1β) were assessed in tissue homogenate according to manual instructions.

6.3. **RNA Extraction**

Tissues from all studied groups were lysed and total RNA was extracted using RNAeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) and further analyzed for quantity and quality with Beckman dual spectrophotometer (USA).

6.4. **qRT-PCR**

For the quantitative expression of alkaline phosphatase (ALP), bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) and runt-related transcription factor-2 (RUNX-2); the following procedures were performed. From each sample; 10 µg from the total RNA was used for cDNA synthesis by reverse transcription using a high capacity cDNA Reverse Transcriptase kit (Applied Biosystem, USA). The cDNA was amplified with the Syber Green I PCR Master Kit (Fermentas) in a 48-well plate using the Step One instrument (Applied Biosystem, USA). Amplification involved; 10 minutes at 95 ºC for enzyme activation; 40 cycles of 15 seconds at 95ºC; 20 seconds at 55 ºC and finally 30 seconds at 72 ºC. Changes in the expression of each target gene were normalized relative to the mean critical threshold (CT) values of GAPDH as housekeeping gene by the ΔΔCt method. 1 µM of both primers specific for each target gene was used. Primers sequence specific for each gene demonstrated in (Table 1).
7. Statistical analysis

Values were presented as mean and standard deviation (SD). Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of normality was used to explore data normality. The results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicated that most of the data were normally distributed (parametric data), therefore, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was used between groups. This was followed by Tukey’s post hoc test when ANOVA yielded a significant difference. The significance level was set at \( p < 0.05 \). Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 18.0 (Statistical Package for Scientific Studies, SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) for Windows.

RESULTS

1. Induction of osteoporosis and DEXA results

BMD of the alveolar bone at the molar region revealed a significant decrease \((P < 0.001)\) in rats that were injected with dexamethasone \((0.08938 \pm 0.007005)\) as compared to control rats \((0.1398 \pm 0.001716)\).

2. Characterization of MSCs and MVs

Isolated MSCs were identified using inverted microscope by their morphology (fibroblast like cells) (Figure 1A). MVs were analyzed by electron microscopy and identified as spheroids with average diameter 75.5 nm (Figure 1B). FACS analysis were done for confirmation of isolated cells and showed CD90+, CD105+ and CD34- for MSCs (Figure 1C) and CD44+, CD63+ and CD73+ for MVs (Figure 1D).

3. Histological results

3.1. Control group

The rat’s TMJ consisted of mandibular condyle, articular disc and temporal bone. The head of the condyle was composed of spongy bone. The bony trabeculae appeared as interconnecting plates lined by osteoblasts along their borders and enclosing marrow spaces. Numerous regularly arranged osteocytes could be distinguished entrapped within their lacunae. Moreover, resting lines were detected. The articulating surface of the condylar head was covered with a relatively thick layer of fibrocartilagenous tissue which was further underlined by a well-defined layer of hyaline cartilage with its characteristic oval-shaped chondrocytes. Regularly arranged fibroblasts oriented parallel to each other and the joint cavity could be observed together with few dispersed chondrocytes. A biconcave disc; with its central area thinner than its margins was also apparent in the specimens. It was made up of fibrous connective tissue and divided the joint cavity into two compartments; a large superior and a smaller inferior one. Similar to the condylar head, the temporal bone was composed of interconnected plates of spongy bone; some of which assumed the concentric configuration and its articulating surface was covered by fibrocartilage (Figure 2).

3.2. Microvesicles group

Histological findings of the examined specimens of both sides revealed nearly normal configuration of the TMJ. Yet, widening of the marrow spaces was still evident in the joints of the left side (untreated) particularly within the temporal bone (Figure 3B) when compared to the opposing side (treated) (Figure 3A). On higher magnification, the bone trabeculae in the untreated side assumed irregular patterns with haphazardly entrapped osteocytes. The osteoblasts partially bordered the trabecular boundaries which enclosed marrow spaces with numerous cells and extravasated RBCs (Figure 3D). Regarding the joints of the right side (treated), the condylar head with its regular trabecular pattern enclosing osteocytes was apparent together with a well-developed layer of hyaline cartilage and an overlying fibrocellular layer covering the articular surface facing the joint cavity. The radiating bone trabeculae displayed a more uniform configuration with regularly arranged osteocytic cells (Figures 3A,C). Moreover, the marrow spaces of the treated side expressed numerous, deeply stained cells that began to differentiate and become arranged along the borders of the bone resembling osteoblasts. Some of these cells exhibited a spindle configuration; others assumed a giant cell appearance (Figure 3C). The temporal surface of the untreated side appeared with widened and interconnected marrow spaces (Figure 3B). On the contrary, the temporal surface of the treated side had smaller marrow spaces enclosing numerous cellular elements (Figure 3A).

3.3. Stem Cells Group

Unlike the microvesicles group, an abnormal configuration of the joint's anatomy was revealed on histological examination of both sides whether treated or untreated. Disfigured condylar head with the absence of
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the normal trabecular pattern of spongy bone together was noticed. The disappearance of the characteristic hyaline cartilage layer and the regular fibrocartilagenous covering was further noticed (Figure 4).

Regarding the right side joints (treated) (Figure 4A); the head of the condyle appeared to be composed of lamellar bone with different orientations and arrangements. At the joint cavity (articular surface), the lamellae were arranged parallel to the surface; whereas the bulk of the head exhibited thickened closely packed lamellae enclosing osteocytes. Minute spaces were detected simulating marrow spaces (Figure 4A) which were partially outlined by osteoblastic cells (Figure 4C). On the other hand, the marrow spaces were extremely widened and interconnected in the condylar head of the TMJ specimens of the left side (untreated) (Figure 4B). Furthermore, they were fully occupied by highly cellular and vascular tissue. Thin branching bone trabeculae with a fewer entrapped population of osteocytes in widened lacunae were detected in the left side joint. Sometimes, the lacunae were empty. Osteoblasts disappeared in focal dispersed areas in the untreated side (Figure 4D). The temporal bone in both sides appeared to be formed of interconnected trabeculae with intervening marrow spaces enclosing cellular elements. Those spaces were widened in the untreated than the treated side (Figures 4A, B). Nevertheless, the joints of both sides displayed apparent thickening of the fibrous lining of the articular surface.

4. Histomorphometric analyses

A significant difference in the bone area % between all the studied groups has been recorded (p<0.001). A significant decrease in bone area percentage was observed in the TMJs of both sides of the stem cells group (either treated or untreated) as compared to the control group (p<0.001), while no significant difference between both sides of the microvesicles group (either treated or untreated) compared to the control group (p = 0.61 and 0.98, respectively) was recorded. A significant increase in bone area % was detected in untreated sides of MVs group as compared to the untreated MSCs group (p<0.001). Moreover, a significant decrease in bone area percentage has been recorded in the untreated TMJs of stem cells group as compared to the treated ones (p= 0.044). On the other hand, a non-significant difference in bone area percentage between both sides of the MVs group has been reported (p= 0.893) (Figure 5).

5. RANKL protein expression

A significant difference has been recorded between all groups regarding RANKL expression (p<0.001). RANKL protein expression was significantly higher in untreated MSCs, MVs groups and treated MVs group as compared to control group (p<0.001, <0.001 and 0.03, respectively), while no significant difference between treated MSCs and control group (p =0.99) was recorded. Furthermore, no significant difference was revealed between untreated MSCs and untreated MVs groups (p =0.61), yet there was a significant decrease in RANKL expression in treated side compared to the corresponding untreated side in both MSCs and MVs groups (p <0.001). No significant difference was evident between untreated MSCs and untreated MVs groups (p =0.054) (Figure 6).

6. ELISA results for the inflammatory markers

The inflammatory cytokines (IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF-α) were significantly higher in untreated MSCs, untreated MVs groups and treated MVs group as compared to control group (p <0.001) while no significant difference existed between treated MSCs and control group (p=0.9). For TNF-α, no significant difference between untreated MSCs and untreated MVs groups was revealed (p=0.12), while there was a significant decrease in IL-1β and IL-6 levels in untreated MVs compared to untreated MSCs (p<0.001). For all cytokines, a significant decrease in their levels in treated side as compared to the corresponding untreated side in both MSCs and MVs groups (p<0.001) was evident. Also a significant decrease in their levels in treated MSCs group as compared to treated MVs group was found (p<0.001). (Figures 7 A, B, C)

7. qRT-PCR results for the osteogenic markers

The osteogenic markers (ALP, BMP and RUNX-2) expressions were significantly decreased in untreated MSCs, untreated MVs groups and treated MVs group as compared to control group (p <0.001) while there was a significant increase in ALP and BMP genes expression in treated MSCs as compared to the control group (p<0.001). A non significant difference in RUNX-2 gene expression was detected between treated MSCs and control group (p=0.79). For BMP and RUNX-2, no significant difference existed between untreated MSCs and untreated MVs groups (p=0.48 and 0.24, respectively), while a significant increase in ALP expression in untreated MVs as compared to untreated MSCs (p=0.015). For all markers, a significant increase in their expressions was recorded in treated sides as compared to the corresponding untreated sides in both MSCs and MVs groups (p<0.001). Moreover, a significant increase in their expression in treated MSCs group as compared to treated MVs group was apparent (p<0.001). (Figures 7 D, E, F)
Fig. 1: (A) showing MSCs having fibroblast-like shaped under inverted microscope. (B) showing MVs scanned with electron microscope with a spheroid shape 75.5nm. (C) FACS analysis showing CD90+, CD105+ and CD34- for MSCs. (D) FACS analysis showing CD44+, CD63+ and CD73+ for MVs.

Fig. 2: A photomicrograph of TMJ of control group showing:
(A) Mandibular condyle (Cond), biconcave articular disc (D) with thin central area (black arrow) dividing the joint cavity into superior (S) and inferior (I) compartments and temporal bone (T) composed of interconnected plates of spongy bone some of which assumed concentric configuration (yellow arrows) with its articulating surface covered by fibrocartilagenous tissue (red arrow) (H&E, Orig. Mag. X4)
(B) Higher magnification of the condylar head composed of spongy bone with interconnected bone trabeculae lined by osteoblasts along their borders (black arrows), enclosing marrow spaces (m), resting lines (blue arrows), covered with a relatively thick layer of fibrocartilagenous tissue with parallel oriented fibroblasts (bracket) and underlined by a layer of hyaline cartilage (C) (H&E, Orig. Mag. X40)
Fig. 3: A photomicrograph of TMJ of microvesicles group A, C (treated side) and B, D (untreated side) showing:

(A): Nearly normal configuration of the TMJ with radiating bone trabeculae (B), a well developed layer of hyaline cartilage (C) and an overlying fibrocellular layer covering the articular surface (arrows) (H&E, Orig. Mag. X 4).

(B): Widening of the marrow spaces (m) within the condyle (Cond) and temporal bone (T) (H&E, Orig. Mag. X 4).

(C): Higher magnification showing; bone trabeculae (B) with regularly arranged osteocytes, marrow spaces (m) expressing numerous, deeply stained differentiating cells which apparently began to be arranged along the borders of the bone resembling osteoblasts (black arrows), some of these cells exhibited a spindle configuration resembling UMCs (blue arrows); others assumed a giant cell appearance (red arrows) (H&E, Orig. Mag. X 40).

(D): Higher magnification showing; irregular pattern of bone trabeculae (B) with haphazardly entrapped osteocytes, osteoblasts partially bordering the trabecular boundaries (black arrows), marrow spaces (m) with numerous cells and extravasated RBCs (red arrows) (H&E, Orig. Mag. X 40).
Fig. 4: A photomicrograph of TMJ of stem cells group A, C (treated side) and B, D (untreated side) showing:
(A): Abnormal configuration of the joint’s anatomy where the head of the condyle (Cond) appeared to be composed of lamellar bone with different orientation and arrangement; parallel lamellae at the joint cavity (articular surface) (arrows); thickened bone trabeculae (B) at the bulk of the condyle; minute spaces simulating marrow spaces (arrowheads); temporal bone (T) formed of interconnected trabeculae with intervening marrow spaces (m) and thickened fibrous lining (asterisks) (H&E, Orig. Mag. X 4)
(B): Disfigured condylar head (Cond) with extremely widened and interconnected marrow spaces, temporal bone (T) with widened intervening marrow spaces enclosing cellular elements with apparent thickening of the fibrous lining of the articular surface (arrows) (H&E, Orig. Mag. X 4)
(C): Higher magnification showing; bone trabeculae (B) with numerous entrapped osteocytes; marrow spaces (m) partially outlined by osteoblastic cells and UMCs (arrows) (H&E, Orig. Mag. X 40)
(D): Higher magnification showing; few entrapped population of osteocytes (black arrows); in some areas, osteoblasts outlining the boundaries of bone (red arrows) and marrow spaces (m) fully occupied by highly cellular and vascular tissue (H&E, Orig. Mag. X 40)
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Fig. 5: Showing bone area % - Data were expressed as mean ±SD, p value<0.05 is considered significant. (a) Denotes significant difference versus control group. (b) Denotes significant difference between untreated MSCs and untreated MVs groups (c) Denotes significant difference versus corresponding untreated group (d) Denotes significant difference between treated MSCs and treated MVs groups

Fig. 6: Showing RANKL protein expression by western blotting technique. Data were expressed as mean ±SD, p value<0.05 is considered significant. (a) Denotes significant difference versus control group. (c) Denotes significant difference versus corresponding untreated group
Fig. 7: Showing inflammatory cytokines levels by ELISA technique; A: TNF-α, B: IL-1β, C: IL-6. as well as osteogenic bone markers expression by RT-PCR technique; D: ALP, E: BMP, F: RUNX-2

Data were expressed as mean ±SD. *p value<0.05 is considered significant
(a) Denotes significant difference versus control group.
(b) Denotes significant difference between untreated MSCs and untreated MVs groups
(c) Denotes significant difference versus corresponding untreated group
(d) Denotes significant difference between treated MSCs and treated MVs groups
Osteoporosis is considered a major complication of corticosteroid therapy. Glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis (GIO) is associated with decreased osteogenesis and increased osteoclastic and osteocytic apoptosis that consequently result in reduced bone formation and decreased BMD. Treating osteoporosis with drugs such as bisphosphonates, causes adverse effects, including osteonecrosis of the jaws, atypical femur fractures, atrial fibrillation and esophageal cancer. Consequently, the need for new approaches for treating osteoporosis is alleviating.

The ongoing study aimed to investigate the bone reparative capacity of MVs as compared to MSCs in treating the histopathological changes associated with GIO in rats’ TMJ. TMJs bony components are covered by fibrocartilaginous tissue; that makes the bone more reliable to inflammatory deterioration consequent to systemic disease and a worthy model for studying bony changes.

For ethical reasons, an appropriate animal model minimizes the limitations associated with studying the disease in humans. Morphologically and histologically, the structure of rats’ TMJ is, on the whole, similar to that of humans. Since the incidence of osteoporosis is more in women, the ovariectomized rats is considered the most common model used in research for postmenopausal osteoporosis. Moreover, the glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis is an alternative method to surgical ovariectomy, thus, in the present study, osteoporosis was induced in female rats via glucocorticoids.

The induced bone loss was confirmed after 4 weeks by a significant decrease in BMD in the alveolar bone. Accordingly, Weinstein reported that mice receiving GCs for 4 weeks (a period equivalent to about 3 to 4 years in humans) exhibited an early rapid and later slow loss of BMD. This loss was associated with a reduction in cancellous bone, trabecular width and rate of bone formation together with a decrease in the number of osteoblastic and osteoclastic progenitor cells in the bone marrow.

In the ongoing study following the administration of dexamethasone for 60 days, the head of the condyle of the untreated TMJs from the MSCs group revealed widened marrow spaces and thin branching trabeculae with dispersed osteocytes in widened lacunae. Osteoblasts could be seen partially outlining their boundaries rather than completely encircling them. Moreover, the temporal surface appeared to be composed of spongy bone with extremely widened marrow spaces. Concomitantly, Ezzat & Abbas observed marked alterations in the spongiosa of glucocorticoid group in the form of wide marrow spaces surrounded with multiple reversal lines and shrunken osteocytes in wide lacunae. The widened osteocytic lacunae observed in this group in the current work could be due to local degradation; a phenomenon known as osteocytic osteolysis. This phenomenon was observed and explained by Lane et al., who confirmed that glucocorticoids induce osteocytes apoptosis; as well as cause enlargement of the osteocytes lacunae. Osteocytes remove minerals from the perilacunar space thereby generating “halos” of hypomineralized bone.

GCs, particularly at high concentrations, tend to reduce the number of osteoblasts and osteocytes by apoptosis due to caspase -3 activation. Moreover, GCs inhibit the synthesis of type I collagen by osteoblasts, with a subsequent decrease in bone matrix essential for mineralization. Furthermore, GCs increase the expression of RANKL; which is produced by osteocytes and control osteoclastogenesis and decrease the expression of osteoprotegerin (OPG) that physiologically counterbalance the effect of RANKL in osteoblasts. GCs also enhance the expression of IL-6, an osteoclastogenic cytokine and suppress the expression of interferon-beta, an inhibitor of osteoclastogenesis. Recently, it has been reported that the apoptotic bodies released from osteocytes due to GCs treatment might enhance the production of TNF-α and IL-6. Furthermore, TNF-α can induce osteocyte apoptosis and contribute to a worsened bone quality.

In the current study, the histological and biological osteoporotic changes were shown apparently in the untreated TMJs from the MSCs group; where the expression of RANKL and other inflammatory markers were significantly increased as compared to the control group as well as to both sides of the microvesicles group. While the osteogenic markers and the bone area % were significantly decreased in this group as compared to the former groups. Accordingly, Jabbar et al. deduced that the circulating levels of OPG and RANKL were inversely related to BMD and contributed to the development of osteoporosis in postmenopausal women.

In the present study, histological examination of both sides (treated and untreated) MSCs group, revealed abnormal configuration of the joint’s anatomy. Disfigured condylar head with the absence of the normal trabecular pattern of spongy bone. The reported deformity disagrees with Kiernan et al. who mentioned that the systemic administration of allogeneic MSCs in an age-related osteoporotic mouse, markedly improved bone formation and maintained bone architecture. In the current work, the reported loss of normal TMJ architecture in the treated MSCs sides despite the significant increase in all osteogenic markers (RUNX-2, BMP and ALP) and the significant decrease in RANKL expression could be attributed to the excessive bone formation with severe narrowing of the marrow cavities that subsequently decreased the blood supply. On the other hand, the loss of architecture in the untreated TMJs from the MSCs group could be referred to the severe histopathological changes that occurred as a result of osteoporosis.

Comparing the treated and untreated sides of the MSCs group revealed a significant increase in bone area % and osteogenic markers (ALP, BMP and RUNX-2) as well.
as a significant decrease in RANKL and all investigated inflammatory markers \((p<0.01)\) in treated sides than in untreated ones. In accordance with these results, Ocarino et al.\(^6\) reported that intra-bone marrow injection of BM-MSCs in ovariectomy (OVX) -induced osteoporosis rat model caused improvement in the femur bone mass, stimulated osteoblastogenesis and bone formation. Moreover, transplantation of adipose-derived MSCs was found to reduce bone loss in OVX mice. Interestingly, the migration of the transplanted cells into the bone tissue resulted in a significant decrease of the serum IL-6 and IL-1\(\beta\) cytokines and a reduction in the gene expression of RANK in the bone\(^7\).

Regarding the osteoporotic rats treated with local injection of microvesicles in the current study; marked improvement of bone architecture was detected either in the treated or untreated sides. The joint assumed the normal configuration of the condyle, disc and temporal bone. A significant increase in the bone area % has been revealed between both sides of the MVs group and their corresponding sides of the MSCs group. Yet, non-significant differences have been reported between TMJs whether treated or untreated by MVs as compared to the control group as well as between each other.

The regenerative potential of MVs was proved by Zhang et al.\(^{[39]}\) who demonstrated that the injection of MVs released from human umbilical cord-MSCs could significantly improve blood flow in a rat model of hind-limb ischemia. Moreover, Zhang et al.\(^{[30]}\) provided evidence that the exosomes-β-tricalcium phosphate combined scaffolds could enhance bone repair and regeneration in a rat model of calvarial bone defects. Furthermore, let-7; a microRNA family, was found markedly to promote in vitro osteogenic and to suppress the adipogenic capacities of MSCs\(^{[31]}\). Recently, long noncoding RNA was found to regulate osteogenesis of MSCs via the transcriptional activity of NF-κB\(^{[32]}\).

Comparing MVs treated and untreated-TMJs, a significant increase in the osteogenic markers and a significant decrease in the inflammatory markers, as well as RANKL expression were revealed in the treated sides. Moreover, similar results were reported when comparing the treated MVs - TMJs with the untreated MSCs ones. This could be attributed to the fact that extracellular miRNAs located within MVs circulating in the bloodstream or other body fluids can also be transported horizontally among different cells\(^{[33]}\). The interaction takes place through binding of the donor cell miRNA molecules to complementary sequences in the recipient cell mRNAs; inhibiting their translation or promoting their degradation. Thus, miRNAs can influence a range of biochemical processes; including proliferation, apoptosis and regulation of metabolism\(^{[34]}\).

CONCLUSION

A key point in the current research was that the local injection of microvesicles improved the histopathological and biological changes associated with osteoporosis in the treated side and in the opposite side that didn't receive MVs. This could be referred to the rapid action of MVs; as MVs are formed of genetic material, ready to induce its action and easily to transfer from one site to another. On the other hand, the effect of MSCs was markedly localized. This was confirmed by the marked improvement in all the osteogenic markers in the treated side as compared to the untreated side. Nevertheless, if the study was propagated for a longer time interval, MSCs could produce its effect on contralateral side through its paracrine effect. Yet, MSCs injection produced a more localized anti-inflammatory effect and a high osteogenic potential than MVs that unfortunately caused a deformity in the TMJ with shrinkage in its size due to excessive bone formation on the expense of the marrow spaces. Thus, MVs could induce a satisfactory, rapid and contralateral regenerative effect while MSCs produce a localized, more potent anti-inflammatory effect and over bone formation that might lead to TMJ deformity.
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